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**Abstract**

Sugarcane white leaf (SGWL) disease is associated with phytoplasmas and transmitted by the leafhopper *Matsumuratettix hiroglyphicus* (Matsumura). The objective of this study was to identify bacteria symbiont in this leafhopper to use for future research of symbiotic control development. The leafhoppers were collected from six different sugarcane fields in Thailand. Bacteria were identified by using PCR with a universal primer pair on 16S rRNA gene, cloning, sequencing and blast searches. Two main types of bacteria were found, the first group show 94-98% homology with the primary endosymbiont ‘*Candidatus Sulcia muelleri*’ (phylum Bacteroidetes-class Flavobacteria), which has been reported in the suborder Auchenorrhyncha. The second group was not closely matched with any sequences in the database. This group was predominant in the leafhopper and found in all specimens examined, so it was the selected bacteria. This bacterial symbiont was tested for location in the leafhopper body by specific PCR and it was prevalent in the same organs with SCWL phytoplasma, but not in salivary gland. Furthermore, this bacterial symbiont was found in all developmental stages of the insect vector including eggs, nymphs and adults of *M. hiroglyphicus*. We speculate that this bacterial symbiont might have a mutualistic relation with insect host. These results are the first report of bacterial symbionts in the leafhopper vector of SCWL disease and it is useful information for future research of symbiotic control development or for examining relationship between bacterial symbionts and leafhopper host.
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**Introduction**

Sugarcane white leaf (SCWL) is the most serious disease of sugarcane in Thailand, and is associated with phytoplasma pathogen. Efficient methods to manage this disease have not been found except to remove the infected plant to decrease phytoplasma inoculum. This phytoplasma is transmitted by the leafhopper *Matsumuratettix hiroglyphicus* (Matsumura) (Hemiptera: Cicadellidae). This insect vector is one of the important keys for control of this disease because it is not only the vector but also the pathogen reservoir (Hanboonsong et al., 2002). Although, weeds that grow in sugarcane plantations show symptoms of white leaf disease, it has been proven that they are not a reservoir for this phytoplasma (Wongkeaw et al., 1997); weed management has no effect for control of this disease.

Symbiotic control has been an interesting recent approach to control pathogen transmission of insect vectors by using microorganisms that are associated with insect vectors. Symbiotic control has been investigated for the vector of ‘Chagas disease’ caused by a protozoa which is transmitted by a bug vector (Beard et al., 2002). Also, symbiotic control has been studied to control insect vector of plant diseases such as for sharpshooter vectors of the bacterium *Xylella fastidiosa* which cause Pierce’s disease in grapevine (Bextine et al., 2004). Similar studies were also carried out on the leafhopper *Scaphoideus titanus* vector of phytoplasma associated with ‘flavescence dorée’, yellows disease of grapevines in Europe (Marzorati et al., 2006). In these studies we aimed to identify bacteria symbionts associated in *M. hiroglyphicus* by using 16S rRNA gene sequences analysis for future symbiotic control development.

**Materials and methods**

To identify the bacteria symbionts in leafhopper *M. hiroglyphicus* the 16S rRNA gene analysis was employed. The leafhoppers were collected by light traps from 6 different sugarcane fields in 4 provinces in the northeast region of Thailand. DNA was extracted from individual specimens by a phenol/chloroform method. PCR was performed with universal primers of 16S rRNA bacteria gene. PCR products were cloned into the plasmid vector TOPO-TA vector (Invitrogen) following the supplier’s instructions. Recombinant plasmids were randomly selected for sequencing. Nucleotide sequences were compared with other 16S rRNA genes at NCBI database by Blast search. The representative sequences of predominant bacteria types were selected to analyse the phylogeny with other 16S rDNA genes. Specific primers and PCR reaction were designed to test the location of selected bacterial symbionts and also tested in all developmental stages of the leafhopper.
Results

Two main types of bacteria were found from this study. The first group show the close similarity to ‘Candidatus Sulcia muelleri’ (phylum Bacteroidetes, class Flavobacteria). The second group was not closely matched with any sequences in the database. It is interesting because this group was the most found sequences out of all leafhopper examined, so it was the selected bacterial symbiont. The representative sequence of this group was selected to build a phylogenetic tree and it show that this bacteria symbiont falls in proteobacteria. Specific primers and PCR reaction were designed for this bacteria symbiont to detected its location in *M. hiroglyphicus* and it was found in fat body, gut and ovary where there were also found the phytoplasma pathogen. This selected bacterial symbiont was found in all developmental stages of the insect vector including eggs, nymphs and adults. In addition to the two main types, we found *Burkholderia* sp and *Rickettsia* sp., both have been reported as found in insects.

Discussion

‘Ca. Sulcia muelleri’ has been reported as the primary endosymbiont of several insects including cicadas, planthoppers and leafhoppers. It lives inside a specific structure called bacteriotome (Moran et al., 2005). ‘Ca. Sulcia muelleri’ plays an important role in hosts by synthesising essential amino acids (Wu et al., 2006). So, this endosymbiont must provide nutrients for *M. hiroglyphicus*, that are not found in the phloem of sugarcane. This mutualistic relationship is the same as other insect hosts and their primary endosymbionts such as *Buchnera aphidicola* in aphids, *Wigglesworthia glossinidia* in tsetse flies, and *Carsonella rudii* in psyllids (Gil et al., 2004). The second group was not closely matched with any sequences. We propose that it’s a new bacteria symbiont. These results are useful information for future research of symbiotic control or the relationship between bacterial symbionts and the leafhopper host.
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